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Source: NERA Economic Consulting, January 21, 2014

Securities Class Action (SCA) Filings v. # of issuers
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Source: NERA Economic Consulting, January 21, 2014

Securities Class Action (SCA)Filings by type
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Source: Cornerstone Research – SCA Filings 2013 Mid-Year Assessment

S & P 500 Heat Map (% of issuers named in new filings)
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2012 Federal SCA Filings by Circuit

Source: Cornerstone Research (January 2013)   
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Average SCA settlement amounts by year ($MM)

Source: NERA Economic Consulting (January 2013)

Source: NERA Economic Consulting, January 21, 2014

Excludes settlements over $1 billion,
IPO laddering and Merger Objection cases 
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Source: NERA Economic Consulting, January 21, 2014

Distribution of SCA settlement values

65% of all 2013 SCA settlements were < $20,000,000. 
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Recent SEC enforcement developments

� Change in SEC policy regarding “no admissions” settlements:

− New SEC Chair Mary Jo White has joined with colleagues at 
DOJ to change the perception that U.S. companies are “too 
big to jail” 

− SEC has made it a priority in “egregious” cases to require 
admissions of liability

� Recent notable settlements:

− SAC: agreed to plead guilty to insider trading violations and 
pay a $1.2 billion penalty

− Harbinger Capital Partners

− JP Morgan:  $200 million penalty in the London Whale case, 
coupled with JPM admissions of the facts underlying the 
SEC’s charges, and a public acknowledgement that JPM 
violated the federal securities laws 

What does this mean from a D & O insurance perspective? 
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Recent SEC enforcement developments

SEC Whistleblower Bounty Awards:

� 2013 saw over 3,238 tips reported to the SEC 

� Fully funded SEC - over $450 million fund is available to pay 
awards

� Two significant awards in October 2013 – more than 
$14 million in one case; $150,000 in another

� Now that the Whistleblower Program has been in place for 
over two years, more rewards are expected

What are the implications from a D & O insurance perspective? 
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Dodd-Frank “say-on-pay” litigation 

� 1st litigation wave in 2011

− Derivative actions challenging  boards’ decisions to approve 
executive compensation plans in the face of negative say-on-
pay votes 

� 2nd wave in 2012

− Plaintiffs filing suits challenging proxy disclosures relating to 
both say-on-pay votes 

� 3rd wave in 2012 and 2013 – Equity Incentive Plan proxy 
disclosure challenges 

− Alleging stock options awarded to executives are in violation 
of or in excess of, what is permitted under equity incentive 
plans

− Inadequate and/or misleading disclosures in their proxy 
statements – claims that the company did not provide a “fair 
summary” of plan provisions and projections concerning 
future stock grants 

What are the implications from a D & O insurance perspective? 
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� Filed by dissatisfied shareholders of a publicly traded company that has been, 
or is about to be, acquired.

� Target company shareholders allegations may include allegations that its 
directors or officers breached their fiduciary duties by:

― failing to get the best deal or make an informed decision regarding the adequacy of 
purchase price; 

― making inadequate disclosures, misrepresentations or omitting material information 
from proxy materials; 

― structuring the deal in a manner not most favorable to shareholder; or 

― structuring the deal for their own benefit due to a conflict or interest.

� These suits usually seek additional consideration plus plaintiff's attorney fees.  
In addition, plaintiffs seek to enjoining the closing of the transaction.

� Suits are generally brought directly, not derivatively, as the injury is sustained 
by the shareholders, not the corporation.

� Suits often include allegations of aiding and abetting by the acquiring company.

� Suits generally brought in state court, often in multiple jurisdictions.

� Cases litigated on an extremely expedited schedule.

� Majority of cases settle prior to the merger for additional disclosures plus 
plaintiff’s attorneys’ fees.

Merger objection suits against public companies
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Merger Objection Suits - Trends and Outcomes

Of the cases filed in 2012 that have been 

resolved: 

- 64% were settled;

- 33% were dismissed;

- 3% were voluntarily withdrawn

- In 81% of cases, shareholders received 
only supplemental disclosures, no 
monetary amounts.

- Average attorneys’ fees $725,000

- Fees influenced by size of settlement; 
number of suits filed; and overall deal 
value, among other factors

Sources:

Cornerstone Research, 2/28/13

Cornerstone Research, 2012 Securities Class Action Settlements

NERA Economic Consulting Report 7/24/12

See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009)

In recent years, the number of merger 
objection lawsuits involving public 
companies skyrocketed, despite drop in 
M&A activity since 2008.

Litigation was filed in 96% of all M & A 
deals valued at > $500MM in 2012.

Roughly 2/3 of suits filed within two 
weeks of deal announcement.

Settlement on average is reached 
within two months.

Approximately 80% filed in state court:

� Often a lower pleading standard

� More plaintiff friendly

� 72% of cases in 2012 filed in multiple 
states

What does this mean from a
D & O insurance perspective? 
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What’s next?

Are these nice people really going to make 
us choose new careers? 
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The D & O insurance market today

� Capacity

� Competition

� Rates (Primary v Excess v Side A towers)

� Side A and IDL coverage

� Coverage Evolution – where does it end?

� Globalization of Risk

� What should clients expect from a D & O insurer?

� Has the way companies buy D & O insurance 
changed?
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A few awkward questions for us all…

� Does effective corporate governance really matter in the 
underwriting process?

� What value do you see in underwriting meetings with the 
client?

� Why are defense costs so high?

� Why don’t most carriers publish their D & O underwriting 
results?

� Do clients and insurers still have ‘partnerships’?

� Is annual marketing of programs really an effective client 
strategy?

� Why don’t carriers just go direct? What do brokers do 
anyway?

� Why do we need 73 endorsements to a primary D & O policy?

� How should clients measure an insurers claims management 
capabilities?
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